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Abstract: Innovation driven world has contacted practically all the fields and all the parts of life. There has been a mechanical change in the field of teaching also. Online-learning has become a significant part of the school curriculum during covid-19 pandemic. It is acquiring force step by step. In such an innovation driven situation, it has become a test for the educators to oblige online-learning in their teaching learning measures. To stay aware of the requests of data blast, data and correspondence innovation has become vital issue of the scholarly world. Ample opportunity has already past to outfit educators with cutting edge ICT and train them to profit most extreme profit by it. ICT is indispensable piece of our everyday life except it is as yet in interaction to improve place in schools as an age of instructors isn't very much familiar with it yet they will adjust it. This paper presents the challenges of teachers during the present scenario of covid situation especially in the education sectors. It stresses on the provokes looked by instructors in schools to execute online-learning and makes an endeavour to propose changed answers for the mindfulness, usage and ease concerning the online-learning arrangements by the educators in their educating learning measures.
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Introduction
Schooling has gone through a change in the time of covid-19 with the wide use of online education. The technological development has changed in such a way that there is a great change in the field of education and with the lives of each and every individual. With worldwide network encouraged by ICT, looking for any data today has become a no problem. In this advanced period, the coming ages are very proficient at taking care of, overseeing and working with innovation. Indeed, even the more youthful children and babies, presumably via their hereditary legacy can work the cell phones and other present day contraptions. In this manner, these devices have been implanted with the day by day schedule of the cutting edge lives.

Because of this change, there is a dispute among certain savvy people that whether instructors can supplant the PCs. By the by, defenders of the educators' significance are significantly high than the advocates of the innovation in itself. This is consented to an enormous degree that instructors can enhance their showing strategies with the utilization of Information and Communication Technology. The job of the educator in the whole instructing learning measure can't be subverted. The critical pretended by instructors has consistently been underlined by different commissions and advisory groups. Extremely mainstream comment by Kothari Commission in India was cleared a path back in 1964 expressing that 'no individuals can transcend the level of its instructors'.

The response to the subject of instructor subbing homerooms was given by Kothari in 1988, "The "message" of the educator to the understudies isn't only to grant information substance of books which is to a great extent data quick escaping date yet more than that it ought to be motivation, by his/her model, towards the interaction of character building and the utilization of information for government assistance of the local area. The all out message to the understudies, and to the local area, is the complete existence of the instructor." Thus, an educator assumes a considerably more critical part instead of simply conferring the information substance of the educational programs.

The more established age of instructors are as yet a piece of the current training framework that needs adequate direction and variation to fulfil the ICT needs of the mind boggling everyday life today. With the mechanical changes, instructor is adjusting to the necessities of innovative world.

Concept of online-learning
Online-learning is a mix of substance and instructional techniques conveyed by media components like words or on the other hand designs on PC planned to construct information and abilities connected to singular mastering objectives and authoritative execution. Innovation can change training. Since the present age is so well informed, students get drawn in with how they are doing improve learning results with innovation. Other than this, it gives advanced proficiency to the student which is exceptionally fundamental to make due in the serious world. It additionally widens the skylines of numerous students by causimg them to interface with the whole world with e-learning. It likewise adds to community learning. It makes learning open without any problem. Exploration proof demonstrates that appropriate execution of online-learning in training improves the productivity of the instructive cycles. ICT can additionally be utilized to advance gathering critical thinking exercises and enunciated projects. Consequently ICT improves learning results.

Besides online-learning obliges the cutting edge age innovative requests of the youthful age. Since the youthful students are so skilled with utilizing innovation by means of different mediums, it encourages their learning and makes learning an intriguing and useful exercise associated with their cutting edge age ways of life. E-adapting moreover encourages data and information via worldwide network. It very well may be utilized as a powerful asset for actualizing constructivist teaching method among the students. As such it is in the lines of constructivism as proposed by National Curriculum Framework in 2005 by NCERT, India.
Online-learning makes the students figure out ‘how to learn’ instead of ‘what to realize’. On the off chance that the students are instructed ‘how to learn’ and they are occupied with the learning measures, learning would turn into an intriguing activity for them and they would themselves create ability to become deep rooted students.

Role of teachers in the present scenario
In the current situation, there is simple admittance to data with innovation. The educator here takes on the part of facilitator and guide to encourage students with the correct methodology of overseeing bountiful data to their ideal advantage and in taking right choices in this innovatively intricate world. In the educated society, teachers’ job turns out to be fundamental as they cause students to figure out how to assess the bountiful data accessible basically, to distinguish realities from purposeful publicity, to comprehend the genuine moral, legitimate and moral issues as for the entrance and utilization of data, to make importance from information. All these inquiries see instruction in the bigger setting of the present society and hence, it makes students able to do tackling this present reality current issues and plan for a fate of questions.

It is more imperative to empower learners realize how to realize than what to realize. Instructor in this e-learning time takes an totally unique job starting at a facilitator and a guide encouraging them to pick among good and bad data, to empower them pick the best and the most fitting substance among the bountiful data accessible with innovation.

"With the beginning and expansion of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), there is a developing request that it be remembered for school training. It has achieved even more a design proclamation to have PCs or then again interactive media in schools, the outcome being that notwithstanding its capability to make picking up freeing, its execution is frequently not more than corrective. It is additionally regularly promoted as a panacea for lack of educators. These are impeding to the learning of the kid. Instructor training needs to situate and sharpen the educator to recognize basically valuable, formatively fitting and the hindering utilization of ICT. As it were, ICT can be creatively drawn upon for proficient turn of events and scholarly help of the pre-administration also, in-administration educators." (National Curriculum Framework on Teacher Education, 2010). Hence instructors need to construct the basic thinking capacity about the students in the decision of data accessible by electronic medium with the goal that they can separate among good and bad. They need to build up their dynamic capacity and capacity to think reasonably too.

As learning turns out to be more customized, on us lies on educators for coordinating the authority of 21st century abilities in which understudies should be fruitful. In the changed marvel of ICT, instructors would be required to direct students to apply these basic abilities through keeping up intelligent diaries, portfolio improvement, and so on "There is a pressing need to create and send an enormous assortment of uses, programming apparatuses, media and intelligent gadgets to advance imaginative, tasteful, scientific and critical thinking capacities and sensitivities in learners and instructors”. (Public Policy on ICT in School Education, 2012).

Instructors may have to reconsider their fundamental principles of schooling, overhaul the system utilized in the teaching learning measures in an innovative route with the utilization of innovation. Utilization of e-learning ingrains certainty among students and educators and furthermore it enables them to learn in a proficient and powerful way.

Importance of technology in the twenty first century
In the last twenty years, the web has matured from being nearly non-existent into the most important, most accessible information of knowledge ever created. It has modified the approach of folks communication, shop, socialise, do business and consider information and learning way. More than simply a replacement twist on distance learning, online schooling is ever-changing the face of ancient school rooms and creating education additional accessible than ever before.

Online education could also be a spread of education wherever students use their home computers through the online. For several non-ancient students, among all people who wish to continue operating full time or raising families, on-line graduations and courses became well-liked within the past decade. Typically on-line graduation and course programmes, variety of that square measure conducted mistreatment digital technologies, square measure provided via internet learning portal of the host university. Computer-based coaching, Web-based coaching, web based coaching, on-line coaching, e-learning (electronic learning), m-learning (mobile learning), computer-aided distance education - on-line education goes by several names and comes in an exceedingly sort of designs, however at its core:

“Online education is electronically supported learning that depends on the online for teacher/student interaction and also the distribution of sophistication materials.”

From this straightforward this straightforward associate nearly nearly range of the way to show and learn outside of ancient school rooms and faraway from faculty campuses. With on-line education, students will flip anyplace with web access and electricity into a schoolroom. it'll embrace audio, video, text, animations, virtual coaching environments and live chats with professors. It’s a rich learning surroundings with far more a typical schoolroom.

When accustomed its full potential, on-line education has been shown to be simpler than pure face-to-face instruction. It is often participating, fun and tailored to fit nearly anyone’s schedule.

Challenges faced by teachers during on-line teaching
The majority of the instructors actually are advanced transients that are brought into the world after nineteenth century while the youthful students are the advanced locals who are brought into the world after nineteenth century when the innovative transformation came. That is the reason, utilizing innovation comes so normally and effectively to them. There are various difficulties looked by educators in utilizing ICT. Society requests a more elevated level and distinctive set of abilities than schools were at any point intended to instruct. ICT carries with it different difficulties that instructors need to face. Above all else, there is need for satisfactory accessibility of innovation in the schools which incorporates colossal expenses caused on obtaining, introducing, working, keeping up and supplanting ICT’s. The fundamental infrastructural prerequisites appropriate for making
sufficient arrangement of ICT are required. Besides, it is basic to make all educators ICT proficient and compelling in dealing with ICT devices for instructing learning measures. Another test is that the educators need to build up their own ability in order to effectively utilize the diverse ICTs in various circumstances. They need not be uneasy that ICTs would supplant instructors. Another test confronted by instructors is that English being the conspicuous language related with current innovation. This causes issues as in numerous states individuals are not happy with English. The electronic gadgets that have become an expansion of our kids are a riddle to a large number of us in the more seasoned age. Innovation has brought a type of lightening for the instructors from each other which we call as 'Computerized Divide'. Educators are not happy in taking care of these advanced devices and innovative gadgets. As opposed to having undergraduates use PCs, say, to all the more likely comprehend a numerical problem through a virtual active action, educators may limit the utilization of that instrument to word handling, in the comparable way as the typewriter was utilized an age prior. The test for teachers isn't to excuse or stay aware of undergraduates' most recent mechanical ability, in any case, to make significant learning encounters in which undergraduates are instructed how to apply their insight to take care of certifiable issues.

In this situation, educators need to plan undergraduates for an innovation driven world that is nothing similar to the spot they graduated into. Understudies of the 21st century need an innovation based instruction to get by in a mechanical world for which the pre-administration and in-administration educators need to beat the innovative difficulties. Since innovation has become an integral part of lives of people, it gets basic for the educators to be agreeable in its taking care of in training framework too. The instructors may use them in the instructional materials according to singular contrasts. Educators may start utilizing e-learning with the assistance of their partners altogether on a theme with tutoring also, sharing encounters rehearses so they eliminate their misgivings in taking care of with it. Later they can broaden this training for little points in their educating learning measures. Hierarchical and critical thinking abilities can be created using innovation and sharpened for use in the work world. Instructors may utilize web assets to consolidate online instructional exercises for undergraduates who need additional assistance, and interface realistic adding machines to TV screens. Instructors may practice to become techno-accommodating and be very agreeable in utilizing it. They ought to have the option to utilize it as an upgraded instructional asset in the comparable way as a pencil or blackboard did in past ages. For eg: - they may utilize short video clasps to furnish undergraduates with visuals to help explain ideas and carry pertinence to an exercise, go to Internet to show understudies how to raise social awareness for a specific reason and find out about moral duty by beginning a blog. Computer games, ordinarily seen as interruptions to scholarly investigation, additionally can be utilized successfully as a learning asset by the educators. Computer games in the homeroom are an aspiring, intelligent way to deal with training. They give an approach to consolidate 21st century abilities and permit understudies to be dynamic members in the learning interaction.

Boost programs should be coordinated every now and then so they become OK with utilizing innovation. According to National Policy on ICT in School Education, educators need to partake in choice and basic assessment of computerized substance and assets. They should be urged to build up their own advanced assets, imparting them to partners through the computerized stores. All these specialized assets can be utilized in the homerooms if the instructors are quiet with them. For this, it is needed to give adequate direction to the educators for utilizing them. From that point onward, it is imperative to sort out supplemental classes from time to time in which more prominent accentuation is given on the hands on experience for the educators. Educators ought to build up an inspirational demeanor towards ICT and be intrigued themselves with regards to its learning. They ought not accept it as a deterrent to their profession rather thinks it as a creative showing asset in their classrooms. The computerized partition or the estrangement that the more established age of educators, once in a while feel should be broken what's more, it very well may be finished by instructors themselves by having a positive methodology towards the mechanical improvement. Additionally, instructor conversation gatherings could be made for examining the sort of utilization of ICT in their particular classes and gain from one another all the while. Coaching may likewise be useful in acquiring computerized abilities. Educator may shape one of the actual instructors as guide who is capable in PCs or if that is unrealistic, guide from outside school as master in computerized education might be delegated in schools who can give ordinary direction to the educators for being ICT-accommodating. Projects like International Pedagogical ICT Certification Training Program by NIIT might be made required for all the teachers so they prepare advanced abilities as well as gotten capable in its proficient dealing with while executing in their study halls. They may themselves train themselves for PC projects and make a propensity for looking through applicable data from web and give references of the locales so understudies likewise feel better associated with them and the hole among understudy and educator due to innovation diminishes.

Instructors may likewise utilize Learning Management System with MOODLE that is measured article arranged dynamic learning climate that would draw in the students with learning through e-learning. Workshops and preparing programs focussing on MOODLE Learning Management System be given to the educators. Moodle Learning Management System can be consolidated in the educating learning measure which is a powerful methodology to bestow signified Instructors might be additionally prepared to segregate the validity of data accessible on the sites so that they can empower their students also to separate among solid and untrustworthy data. Instructors at first may start with presenting mixed learning in their homerooms, that is, a blend of both on the web and disconnected learning. This would help in eliminating their worries towards utilizing the cutting edge innovation continuously and would make them agreeable simultaneously. Totally internet learning as contrasted with the mixed adapting needs infrastructural prerequisites, online access nonstop, ability furthermore, ease of the people utilizing it and so forth, that may set aside a long effort for execution in the Indian setting. Numerous investigates have demonstrated the fruitful execution of the mixed learning in India. Mixed learning in the homerooms is a decent choice to encourage e-learning.
Numerous mainstream scholars have attested that if students don't comprehend the manner in which you educate, make them comprehend the manner in which they learn. Accordingly when the learning is given to the well informed students by their own way, learning would turn into a fascinating, connecting with and thrilling experience for them. Online-learning is a dependable learning in a fascinating and agreeable way to the students.

Conclusion
It is basic to make up for the shortfall that is being made among instructor and the understudies considering the way that innovation can't supplant educators and instructors' job actually holds pertinence, however the educators' job needs a number of advances with the coming of ICT. In ICT-empowered society, there is incredible onus on the instructors to encourage and control understudies to oversee plentiful data, to create unfair force between right also, wrong, to set them up for the universe of work and to make them skilled to manage the genuine difficulties. This should be possible if instructors have the resolution, assurance and the positive methodology towards turning out to be techno-accommodating themselves above all else and afterward when they see that its usage really has made the learning cycle really intriguing, shifted, more extravagant and furthermore appropriate to singular contrasts in the homeroom, they will make this as their improved instructional material in their study hall. Consequently, educators need to be readied themselves for the changing job that the innovative improvement has brought. Reasonable utilization of ICT would prompt successful progress to the information society in the globalized world and would likewise make better educating and learning climate in the public eye.
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